
Global Hot Spot: The Leo-Aquarius Full Moon on July 23, 2021 

Dateline Wednesday July 21, 2021: For those of you who are now enjoying the 
Astrology Cosmic Kalendar one day at a time – but who have not yet subscribed to be 
able to look several weeks into the future – here are the calendar entries for two very 
significant days (Friday July 23 and Saturday July 24). Because every day – beyond 
the current 24 hours that we define as one rotation of our celestial orb on its axis – has 
astro-zodiacal magic, mystery and wonder is why thousands of people around the world 
have been tuning into the Astrological Cosmic Kalendar (www.cosmickalendar.com) for 
the last 40 years and since it was at the heart-center of our Welcome to Planet Earth 
pioneering astrology newspaper/magazine during the 1980s and 1990s. 

The Leo-Aquarius Full Moon on July 23, 2021 can 
make an extraordinary impact in your personal life 
and for all of humanity. You can read more about 
this powerful solar-lunar polarity in one of the two 
future calendar entries below as well as tune into the 
day after, July 24, when Messenger of the Gods 
Mercury in Cancer trines far-out and imagination-

empowering Neptune in Pisces. Please consider the merits of subscribing to the Astrology 
Cosmic Kalendar to strengthen your already developing skills as 
a seer who can tune into the future ahead of time.  

From the favorable perspective and when looking over the Full 
Moon chart calculated for Washington, D.C. (presented at the end 
of this feature), Mercury is nearing a harmonious trine with 
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Neptune in water signs that becomes exact on July 24, and the Moon in Aquarius is 
within one-half degree of the centaur-body Chariklo (which, like its companion Chiron, is 
very dynamic in terms of Shaman-Mentor-Guide archetypes and has a 62-year cycle 
around the zodiac). 

In addition and hopefully in a favorable way, 
Ceres and the far-distant planet Sedna 
(which was discovered in November 2003 and 
has an 11,400-year orbit around the Sun) are 
approaching a rare union in late-Taurus that 
will occur on July 28. Two other Ceres-Sedna 
conjunctions in Taurus will occur in January 
2022 and I report on this potentially awesome 
rendezvous of two major celestial bodies in my 

new podcast #84 (The Astrology of a Rare Asteroid Apocalypse in 2021) in the Mark 
Lerner Astrology Radio AstroScope section on our website.  
 
It is wise for all Americans to prepare for a surge in discordant vibes 
due to Neptune near the Rising Degree in the Full Moon chart 
calculated for our nation’s capital (as the shadow side of Neptune 
can link to mass confusion and chaos) and there are also several 
tense alignments happening on the day of the Full Moon that you 
can read about in the Cosmic Kalendar description below for July 
23. In addition, please read the following paragraph about the 
asteroid Juno*.  

*Important Note about “Dangerous Storms” in the 
Psychic Atmosphere: If national and international events 
develop in connection with Juno retrograde in Sagittarius 
close to the transiting Mean South Node of the Moon (both 
of which are directly opposite the USA Uranus and square 
the USA Ceres from July 4, 1776) that warrant greater 
explanations and analysis, I will provide more information 

on our website. Juno has many sterling and admirable qualities and archetypes, but when 
it manifests in a negative manner then rage by the disempowered, terrorist acts as well as 
atmospheric storms can manifest. We have already witnessed and experienced a blazing 
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record of heat and fires moving through the USA Pacific Northwest and affecting British 
Columbia, Canada at the end of June and the beginning of July. Juno recently made a 
station to go retrograde on April 12 and will eventually station to go direct on August 2. 

Future Cosmic Kalendar Entries for Friday July 23 and Saturday July 24 (All times 
are listed in PDT.) 

Friday July 23  Providing a good-sized burst of mental clarity 
and emotional solace in the hours preceding the Full Moon 
(energizing 2 degrees of Leo and Aquarius at 7:38pm) are the 
monthly Moon-Mercury polarity from Cancer to Capricorn 
(12:54am) and a Venus-Jupiter contra-parallel (2:24am) that 
evokes inspirations from yesterday’s Venus-Jupiter opposition 
in the zodiac. Focus your gaze on research and in-depth studies as 

Mercury forms a contra-parallel with Pluto (5:27am) and the monthly Moon-Pluto 
conjunction clocks in at 9:35am. This potent Moon rendezvous with the ruler of the 
underworld begins a 7+ hour void lunar twilight zone that lasts until airy Aquarius Moon 
starts at 5:14pm. Individual and group meditations are advised at the time of the Full 
Moon. Send out your healing thoughts, affirmations and prayers to humanity and the 
realms of nature. [Note to readers: All times are calculated for Pacific Daylight Time. 
Be sure to adjust all times according to your own local time so the alignments noted 
above will be exact for your location.]  

 
Saturday July 24  With the Moon now making its monthly trek 
through the airy eleventh sign of the zodiac, this is a great 
weekend to be a part of group projects, team sports, community 
events and global causes close to your heart and philosophy of 
life. Take time to record out-of-the-body journeys and 
Technicolor dreams that could give you omens about the 
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future as Mercury in Cancer trines Neptune in Pisces (9:36am). Explore your unique 
gifts in the fine or graphic arts. Be determined to make down-to-earth gains on the 
professional horizon in sync with the monthly union of the Moon with Saturn in Aquarius 
(11:26am). Responsibility and discipline are in; playing hooky from hard work is out. 
Remember that today and Sunday constitute the 48-hour time-period following Friday’s 
powerful Full Moon. Expressing TLC to dear ones is a gift that will be its own reward. 
[Note to readers: All times are calculated for Pacific Daylight Time. Be sure to adjust all 
times according to your own local time so the alignments noted above will be exact for 
your location.] 

To learn more about many archetypes associated with the Sun, Moon, 8 main planets, 4 
key asteroids and Chiron – please visit the complimentary Astro-Business Keys section on 
our website. 

And if you want to order a great report on the 4 main 
asteroids as well as Chiron in your birth chart — along 
with their meanings and mythological connections, 
zodiacal sign and house placements, and aspects to other 
celestial bodies when you were born — please visit the 
Astrology Shop on the same website to order the New! 3-
in-1 Special Astrology & Asteroid Reports – including 
the Just for Women and Four Asteroids & Chiron 
natal reports, plus a 1-year Sky Log Report on your 
all-important Transits and Secondary Progressions. 

This new 3-in-1 group of reports is being promoted in the latest podcast #84 (The 
Astrology of a Rare Asteroid Apocalypse in 2021) in the Mark Lerner Astrology Radio 
AstroScope section on our website. You can also view Sample Reports in the Astrology 
Report area of our Astrology Shop to see the type of interpretations in these 
computerized reports which, if you order them, will be based completely on your birth 
data. 

Listen to the latest podcast by clicking here >> 

View our current Special Offers available on the website by clicking here >> 
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Keep tuned to this online channel for late-breaking astrological stories.  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